
Brendale, 4 Torcasio Court
Immaculate Villa - Perfect Home or Investment +
Very Low Body Corp!

Perfectly positioned within the tightly held and popular 'Strathpine Gardens'
complex, this beautifully presented lowset villa has a wonderful layout, benefits
from an abundance of natural light and is perfectly located within walking
distance of public transport and Strathpine Shopping Centre.  Buyers seeking an
incredibly affordable home or investment should inspect without delay.

Special Features include -
- Lowset brick and tile construction; positioned within a fastidiously maintained
complex
- Very low Body Corporate fees (only $308 per quarter!)
- 2 sizeable built-in bedrooms, including the master bedroom with a large bay
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window
- Spacious open plan lounge/dining area
- Well-presented kitchen with oven and gas cooktop
- Well maintained bathroom with separate toilet
- Single lock-up garage with internal access, plus additional space in front of the
villa for a second vehicle!
- A private and fenced backyard offering space for gardening or for children and
pets
- A wonderfully quiet position within the complex
- Currently leased until January 2022 to a long-term tenant (14 years) who would
love to stay on if possible

Be prepared to be impressed by this brilliant property.  Incredibly convenient,
well presented and low maintenance, very low body corporate fees and priced
to attract immediate interest; it presents a fantastic home or investment
opportunity!

For further information or to arrange your inspection, please contact JOSHUA
WATERS.
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